Directions to NASA’s Ames Research Center – Kepler Science Conference
*Directions below are general driving and public transportation suggestions (Source: Google Maps)

From San Francisco

Driving Option
- Take 101-S towards San Jose
- Take exit 397 for Ellis toward NASA Pkwy
- Turn left onto Ellis St.
- Go straight until you reach the gate
- Upon arrival to NASA Ames, inform the security guards your destination is Building 152 for Kepler Science Conference
- **Be sure to have your driver’s license ready to show the security guard.
- Turn left onto Cody Rd (First stop sign)
- Turn left onto Girard Rd
- Building 152 will be straight ahead at the end of the road

Public Transportation Option (Approx. 1.5 – 2 hours)
- Take Caltrain from San Francisco to Mountain View Caltrain Stop (Corner of Castro/Moffett Blvd and Evelyn Avenue)
- Try to catch the bullet train if it is available – Bullet train takes 40-60 minutes to reach Mountain View
- Take the 51 bus towards Moffett Field – NASA Ames (Or catch a cab from the Mountain View Caltrain station to Mountain View, estimated cost $10)
  - Upon arrival to NASA Ames, inform the security guards your destination is Building 152 for Kepler Science Conference
- Once at NASA Ames Research Park - Get off at North Akron & McCord Avenue
- Walk to McCord Avenue, make a right on McCord Avenue, walk to Dailey Road and make a right.
- Building 152 will be on the right hand side

From San Jose

Driving Option
- Take 101-N towards San Francisco
- Take exit 397 for Ellis toward NASA Pkwy
- Turn right onto Ellis St.
- Go straight until you reach the gate
- Upon arrival to NASA Ames, inform the security guards your destination is Building 152 for Kepler Science Conference
- **Be sure to have your driver’s license ready to show the security guard.
- Turn left onto Cody Rd (First stop sign)
- Turn left onto Girard Rd
- Building 152 will be straight ahead at the end of the road

Public Transportation Option (Approx. 1 – 1.5 hours)
- Take Light rail from San Jose towards LRT Winchester – Mountain View
- Get off at the Bayshore NASA Station, Mountain View Stop
- Walk to Moffett Field (toward security gate)
  - Upon arrival to NASA Ames, inform the security guards your destination is Building 152 for Kepler Science Conference
- Walk to Cody Rd and make a left
· Walk to Girard Rd and make a left
· Building 152 will be straight ahead at the end of the road